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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS by Gabriel Moser
Dear IAPS members,
We can look forward to two major events: the elections for the Board and the election of a new
President, and our next biennial conference in Rome at the end of July.
After a long period in ofﬁce, the Editor responsible for the Bulletin, Ricardo Garcia-Mira, the bibliography coordinator, Florian Kaiser and I, will step
down from the Board at the end of the Rome conference. Other members
from the Board (Ombretta Romice, the webmaster, and Karine Weiss, the
Treasurer for the French Association) are standing for re-election. In the coming weeks you will be asked to nominate new candidates for the IAPS
Board to replace those leaving. This is a good opportunity for young people
to get elected on the Board and to actively participate in the development of
a unique and valuable organisation.
We have, at last, accomplished an important objective. IAPS is now a French association, and its administrative functioning is now considerably easier than previously.
IAPS continues to grow in terms of members as well as raises its international proﬁle. . With globalisation and the importance of sustainable development, the expertise developed within IAPS
becomes ever more valuable. In order to develop and position IAPS within a globalised world,
an organisation has to undergo change, and therefore needs new ideas: new ideas can best
emerge with new people. It will be the task of those newly elected or re-elected on the Board,
jointly with those remaining on the Board, to elect a new President and to deﬁne the priorities
for IAPS in the coming years.
The new Board will also have to redistribute the management tasks. Among these, the role of the
Bulletin Editor and his team is crucially important. Under the direction of Ricardo Garcia-Mira,
the Bulletin has profoundly changed. It has reached a high standard of quality and has become
indispensable for the organisation in terms of communication. It publishes not only articles, but
provides a regular bibliographic update, notably by Florian Kaiser, and attempts to keep members apprised about what is going on in the world of people-environment research. The challenge will be to maintain this high standard and even to develop it during the coming years.
Our colleagues in Rome, Marino Bonaiuto, Mirilia Bonnes, Giuseppe Carrus and Anna Maria
Nenci have done an excellent job preparing for the conference. Rome promises to be, after
Alexandria, another highlight of our organisation. There have been a substantial number
of submissions, and the students’ workshop has already a high number of participants. It is
obvious that the conference will attract new people from different regions and disciplines. The
photo exhibition which we held for the ﬁrst time with such success in Alexandria will be repeated
in Rome, and there will be a number of interesting ﬁeld trips satellite events. IAPS2008 promises
to be an exciting conference. The Board and I are looking forward to see you all in Rome.
Benvenuti a Roma

EDITORIAL ADDRESS by Ricardo García Mira
Dear friends:
In this, my ﬁnal year as Editor of this Bulletin, I would like to tell you that we will be publishing 2
further issues, in addition to the one you are now reading. The ﬁrst will be include some of the
articles on matters of architecture and psychology that are currently being
reviewed, whilst the second is to consist of a series of contributions that will
constitute a special issue on the topic of Environmental Psychology in the
World, coordinated by Elena Sautkina.
I would also like to let you know that this year I approach my duties as editor
with exactly the same enthusiasm as when I ﬁrst assumed the role in 2004,
after Jan Teklenburg handed me this responsibility. The past four years have
been an unforgettable and extremely enriching experience for me. It is my
belief that every scientiﬁc organization needs an organ of communication,
and in its Bulletin IAPS possesses a wonderful tool for informing its members of news relating to ongoing research projects, bibliographies, publications, events and
other items of interest. It is a way of getting to know each other better, of being closer to each
other, and to let people know what is going on in the world of people-environment studies, that
of the relationships between human behavior and the natural and built environment.
The present issue contains two major contributions. The ﬁrst of these, The Moral Relevance
of Architecture, by Christian Illies, discusses the ethical and moral aspects of architecture and
building design, and refers to the need to take into account a sense of promoting values through
architecture. The second, Sustainable Development and Environmental Education, by Pedro Álvarez and Pedro Vega, puts forward a proposal for changing environmental behavior based on
an approach that promotes the use of a competence-based model for environmental action, in
other words a process-oriented form of environmental education aimed at developing the skills
and knowledge needed for taking action and making decisions.
This issue also includes other contributions that refer to the ﬁrst conference held by IAPS as a
formal organization (by Enric Pol), which took place in Barcelona in 1982, and to the mark left by
this event years later on the academic institution that hosted it: the MA Program in Environmental Intervention and Management and the Social, Environmental and Organizational Psychology
Research Group at the University of Barcelona. Some of the events and the most important news
items involving IAPS members during the past summer and autumn also receive a mention.
Happy reading!
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Christian Illies

THE MORAL RELEVANCE
OF ARCHITECTURE

TU Deft/ TU Eindhoven1

THE ETHICAL DIMENSION OF ARCHITECTURE

T

he moral relevance of architecture comes as no
surprise2: Buildings have a profound and long lasting effect
on us and on the world around us. There is, for example,
the enormous environmental impact. They are responsible
for 2/5th of the world’s energy consumption. In the US,
1/6th of all energy is used for air-conditioning. Buildings
also inﬂuence the behaviour of people: In 1951, Yamasaki,
architect of the World Trade Center, designed the Pruitt-Igoe
housing project for the socially disadvantaged. The 11-story
buildings which totalled 2870 apartments were heralded for
their innovations, but their impersonal structures generated
vandalism and crime so that no one wanted to live there.
The complex got demolished after just 20 years. A third
example: The meaning that we give to and ﬁnd in the
built environment. The Cité de la Muette near Paris was a
public housing estate from the 1930s, but got transformed
into a concentration camp during the German occupation.
Later proposals to restore its housing function got rejected
because of the meaning attached to it (Kroes & Primus,
forthcoming).
Thus architecture should be regarded as an ethical as
much as a design discipline (Wasserman et al., 2000, p.
31). However, many architects see their profession as
a branch of aesthetics rather than ethics (Fisher, 2000,
p12) or, as in Postmodernism and Deconstruction, dismiss
ethical demands altogether (cf. Illies, 2005). And if there are
good-willed ethical gestures, they often lack argumentative
support (e.g. the mere reference to ‘sustainability’), or are
made from a political or simplistic utilitarian perspective
(Spector, 2001).
Given its importance, it is surprising that moral philosophy
has also paid almost no attention to the built environment.
We ﬁnd practical recommendations, mainly about “green”
building, but no comprehensive ethical theory. Ethics’
traditional focus on human interactions is the main reason for

this: Ethical theories are in general conceptually inadequate
for artefacts. (Values like ‘honesty’ help at most in the ﬁrst
area; that is why professional ethics is the best developed
sub-discipline of the built environment.) And when, after
increasing environmental problems since the 1970s, ethicists
began to look on artefacts and nature, they regarded the
built environment most of all as a threat to the un-built
environment, not as a ﬁeld of serious inquiry. Warwick Fox
states that philosophical ethics of the built environment is
“still in its infancy” (Fox, 2008).
A further reason for the neglect of an ethics of architecture is
its composite nature. It is hard to distinguish the aspects and
determine the effects of building activity with full precision. A
moral typology seems an indispensable precondition for any
substantial ethics of architecture; and this will be task of this
paper. I suggest the following six areas:
1. Professional behaviour and interaction during the planning,
designing and construction phase.
2. The function and use of a building.
3. The impact on nature.
4. The impact on individual users: their health, safety, and
general wellbeing, including their psychological well being.
5. The inﬂuence on human behaviour, individually and
collectively.
6. The cultural or symbolic meaning of buildings, given by
choices in materials, colours, forms, aesthetic style, and the
like.
Let us look at them in some more detail
A TYPOLOGY OF ETHICAL ASPECTS
Professional behaviour

T

his area of ethical relevance is probably best explored
because it is the dominant topic of much traditional ethics;
some would go so far to deﬁne ethics as a system that
regulates interactions amongst humans. As a consequence,
we ﬁnd many moral rules that are applicable for the
professional behaviour of architects – but hardly any rules

I am grateful to Steven A. Moore, Joseph Pitt, and Cornelius Tafel for comments on an earlier version of this paper.

1

It should be noted that I will use the term ‘architecture’ in what follows in a wide sense that includes the erecting of individual building, the construction of roads
and bridges, up to the grander enterprise of city planning. Similarly, for matters of convenience, I will simply talk about ‘buildings’ when I mean structural artefacts
or assemblies thereof.
2
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that are speciﬁc for architects. The professional code of the
Dutch Royal Society of Architects, for example, requires
an architect not to break conﬁdentiality (§ 3.4.), and not to
talk negatively about someone else without informing him
about it (§ 4.2.). Both demands seem right in general for any
interaction amongst humans.

Function and use of the building
What is the building designed for – or what is it used for
presently ? From a moral point of view, not all usages are
equally good. We will, for example, rightly criticize the function
of the former Berlin Wall. Other cases are more ambivalent:
Does a harem, such as that in the Topkapi Palace in Istanbul,
have an immoral function? What, if the women in it freely
choose their fate?
Two points should be added. First, ‘function’ also has a
further moral relevance: a building must be well suited to its
purpose; it must be good for the occupants. Secondly, the
intended function does not have to be the function which the
building realizes; Don Ihde (2008) rightly calls this mistaken
conclusion the “designer fallacy”. It might be that the original
function is no longer required (as in many castles), or that
it has changed its use contingently. Evaluating the function
can therefore have two objects, the originally intended and
the actual realised use of a building.

Impact on nature
Of pivotal importance is the environmental issue (see edited
volume by Fox, 2000). We live in a world that has been severely
and often irreversibly damaged by technical intrusions, and
building activities are a major part of this. One only has to
think of the above mentioned amount of energy that goes into
the building process and the upkeep of buildings (Williamson
and Radford 2000). Our building acitivities must respect the
carrying capacity of ecosystems; place-selection, the building
process, and the ﬁnal product should not contribute to the
destruction of the environment and should make minimal use
of limited natural resources.

Impact on individual users
Buildings are occupied and used by people; it is quite
generally seen as a moral demand that we build with a
maximum concern for the health of users and occupants. A
bad sanitation system, for example, threatens the health of
the inhabitants. Negative effects can also be less obvious: the
lack of natural light can lead to emotional problems (Seasonal
Affective Disorder).
Some effects of architecture on users are more subtle;
they may have an impact upon human feelings, desires, or
emotional needs. These psychological effects became a topic
only after the failure of many well-intended public housing
projects like Pruitt-Igoe. This new interest has culminated
in a new science, namely architectural psychology (or
environmental psychology).
Yet a detailed explanation for how architecture affects us
psychologically will not by itself answer the ethical issues.
What is the morally right way to deal with human needs? It
seems plausible that buildings must satisfy at least those

4
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needs that are essential for human well-being and whose
frustration makes human beings sick. But it is by no means
obvious whether buildings should satisfy all needs that we
have or only some of them, or which needs under which
circumstances. Sometimes, it might be morally better to
modify or guide some needs than to give them much space;
universal desire-satisfaction has been seen as ideal by very
few ethicists. Further, sensitivity to psychological effects
of architecture might lead to Kitsch, understood as overly
sentimental, pretentious design, calculated to have popular
appeal. Kitsch satisﬁes certain sentiments but does so in a
manner that might be seen as unacceptable. What is lacking
is challenge; artefacts must also demand something from the
observer.

Inﬂuence on human behaviour
Architectural designs are not only inﬂuenced by a certain idea
about how human beings live and what they do, buildings can
also suggest ideals to their occupants; an obvious way is to
make certain actions easy and others difﬁcult or impossible. It
has been shown that not only the distance between starting
point and target, but also the street layout in a city, determines
the road routes people take; they prefer ways that provide
visual experiences (Hillier & Lida, 2005). And even highly
private decisions like family planning seem inﬂuenced by our
housing conditions (Rzchtarikova and Akkerman 2003).
How we evaluate the inﬂuence on human behaviour depends,
again, on the presupposed moral standards. If individual
holism is seen as a moral ideal, as for example by Charles
Taylor (1991, chap. 10), then built environments which work
against this should be criticized. The more recent idea, that
the different functions be enacted simultaneously in all parts
of the city, seems a much more positive approach than the
ideas of a functionally separated city (as suggested by § 77
of the Charter of Athens in 1933). However, Deconstruction
philosophers see a fragmented life as the authentic form of
existence; and thus they should ﬁnd nothing morally offensive
in the disintegrating effects of cities.
What might be reasonable moral ideals for architecture?
It seems plausible to strive for a social balance between
individual and community life. Architecture should also take
our freedom and independence seriously. Thus architectural
paternalism is especially to be avoided – but we should not
be driven to the opposite but equally unacceptable response
of simply providing unlimited choice. If we build idyllic holiday
villages for tourists, we create Kitsch that is too close to the
actual wishes and dreams of people; they use their freedom
to escape from reality into some unreal past (Posener 1978,
p. 164). If, on the other hand, cities are built in accordance
with abstract Utopian ideas like those of the Bauhaus, then
architecture may fail because it is too demanding; it ignores
what people are capable of. A morally good architecture,
it would seem, should take humans as they are, but should
encourage them to grow beyond that.

Cultural or symbolic meaning
Not only the architecture parlante of the Revolutionary period
in France, but architecture in general expresses something
and thereby communicate ideas. Buildings can speak to us in
a unique and powerful way and thus contribute to the process
of arriving at new insights. Often the message is about morally

relevant themes. Buildings might encourage certain values in
us, or might inspire us to overcome false ideals.
Architecture’s functional nature has often been seen to oppose
the idea of the building as an expressive artefact (Meyer, 1980,
p. 34). But why should it be impossible to ‘say something’,
that is to express an idea artistically, while realizing a given
purpose? It seems that we can appreciate the aesthetic
qualities of a house while (happily) living in it. Certainly, if the
purpose for which the artefact is created does not leave any
room for self-expression, as in the creation of, for example,
shoe-boxes, the criticism holds; not because something cannot
be functional and an artwork in principle, but because in this
instance the artisan has little or no freedom in the making of
artistic choices. But to the extent that the creator is free, the
(technical) craft turns into an art; and in most cases the creator
will have some freedom. Even a clearly deﬁned function can
be realised in different forms. Great architects were able to
understand the function of the building as a theme for their
work that they “talked” about in the language of architecture.
Johannes Brahms’ Requiem and the Taj Mahal are both
ingenious artworks that reﬂect upon death and its meaning
for our life. To comprehend a work of art and its message is
not merely a form (probably a deﬁcient form) of intellectual
insight (as the rationalists like Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten
have claimed); it is an experience sui generis, a unique form of
becoming aware of something, which is different from rational
understanding and from sensual pleasure. Since art can have
a stronger motivational force than (by their nature abstract)
logical arguments, art has a speciﬁc moral signiﬁcance.
What, then, could be the morally relevant message of
buildings qua art or artefact? Architectural messages can be
morally relevant in many ways. In its symbolism a building
can make us aware of, for example, the possibility of bridging
between different cultures by exemplifying what Wolfgang
Welsch (1996) has called “Transculturalism”. He illustrates
this with the John Hancock Tower in Boston, which uses an
architectural Asian language to express the American building
par excellence, the skyscraper. Buildings can also extol
virtues or ideals - J.D. Bergilez and J.L. Genard (2004) have
argued that the moral contribution of minimalist architecture is

much needed today because this architecture expresses and
promotes ideals such as “Simplicité, dépouillement, sérénité,
intériorité” that can function as a critique of the omnipresent
consumerist and economical worldview.
It should be added that, ﬁrst, it is obvious that to understand the
message of a building some prior knowledge of the ‘language’
of architecture’ is in most cases essential. That some
education is presupposed is not surprising, and, indeed, is the
case throughout the arts. Secondly, the language – and thus
meaning - of an architectural message can change over time;
the meaning we attach to an artefact is inherently unstable.
After all, meaning is neither simply created by the architect’s
intention nor by the physical features of the building; it is the
way the community has reason to understand the artefact.
HOW SHALL WE BUILD?

T

he point of the suggested typology is to elucidate the
morally relevant areas of architecture, not to argue for
particular recommendations about how to build. Although
some values have been introduced as particularly plausible,
a normative theory is still needed that provides well justiﬁed
ideals, values or goods for the different areas. Moreover, a
normative theory will have to provide rules or suggestions
for how to deal with conﬂicting values in speciﬁc cases. The
demand for sustainable architecture might, for example, clash
with cultural values or the urgent need for cheaply available
shelter. What makes decisions so difﬁcult is that architects
have to balance demands of very different types, some of
which cannot be expressed in technical terms – while, at the
same time, they must work with the highest technical precision.
Architects “make judgements between unquantiﬁable goods,
while being fully aware of the (often quantiﬁable) implications”,
as Nicholas Ray puts it. How we solve these tensions, that are
often dilemmas (Spector 2001), is beyond the scope of the
suggested typology that can only be the ﬁrst step towards an
ethics of the built environment.
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D

ifferent peoples and cultures adapt to the conditions
of the environment they inhabit by intervening, individually
and collectively, in their surroundings in order to satisfy their
needs; but in modern society, this intervention occurs on the
basis of models that equate development with the idea of
economic growth, thereby involving an increasing extraction
of goods and resources from our planet and a profound
asymmetry in how the proﬁts obtained from this exploitation
are distributed.
In order to show how our “consumer society” works, Galbraith
(2002) coined the expression “the treadmill of production”,
comparing it to kind of “giant squirrel cage” in which we are
all inside without either being able to get out or wanting to
do so, and in which we run faster and faster just to remain
in the same place. This treadmill has created a lamentable
situation regarding the sustainability of the planet, since it
basically depends on a technology that is both energy and
capital intensive, thereby leading to an ever-accelerating
rate of exhaustion of natural resources, both energetic and
non-energetic, and to the production of increasing amounts
of waste that are discarded into the environment, the cause
of the spectacular increase in environmental toxicity that
has been detected over the past ﬁfty years. Furthermore,
this tendency does not appear to be going to change: on
the contrary, there is a steady increase in the consumption
of raw materials and energy in response to the growing
demands of consumers, originating what Broswimmer
(2005) calls ecocide. The result is a multitude of problems
of an environmental, social, political and cultural nature that
place the very survival of the Earth at risk – as has been
highlighted by the method for calculating the environmental
footprint (Wackernagel & Ress, 1996). Nor do current
political approaches and their globalisation do anything
to reduce either poverty or inequality, but rather quite the
opposite. The future of our planet is seriously compromised
and it is therefore a matter of urgency that we put a stop to
the present irreversible degradation of the environment.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION:
AN INESCAPABLE RELATIONSHIP

of economic activity that neither overburden our ecosystems
nor generate social inequalities. For this reason fairness
becomes a central element in the new environmental
paradigm, based on the principal that there is no greater
injustice than treating non-equals like equals (Novo, 2006),
without forgetting that inequalities occur in “Northern”
countries as well as in “Southern” countries, since there is a
common interest shared by the dominating classes in both the
“North” and the “South”, with their neo-liberal project, against
the interests of the popular classes, increasing poverty and
underdevelopment, in no way due to a scarcity of resources,
as is so often trumpeted, but as a result of unequal control
over the resources of our planet (Navarro, 2006).
In other words, we urgently need to a knowledge (scientiﬁcenvironmental literacy) and an ecological behaviour that
allow us to develop without growing beyond our limits, to
develop a new intellectual, technological and consumer
culture. We are therefore obliged to ﬁnd a new format for
our unsustainable habits that will achieve the transition to a
sustainable regime, and this is a task for all the communities
of our planet, one that requires full commitment, and which
must work on four levels: 1) personal and familiar, 2) local
and regional , 3) national and 4)international. Delaying
the transition to sustainability means reducing the options
available to future generations and precipitating the collapse
of our planet, as a sustainable world would be a lot better
than the world in which we live today (Meadows, Randers &
Meadows, 2006).
This task, however, is no easy one and the ﬁrst difﬁculty
arises when we attempt to reach a consensus on what we
understand by sustainable development (SD), since the way
in which this term was deﬁned by the Brundtland Commission
(1987) poses problems of ambiguity and operational capacity,
to such an extent that it is easier to agree on what DS is not
rather than on what it is.

Underlying such a panorama is the afﬁrmation (at times
not completely conscious) of a Common Culture of
Unsustainability and educational models that have a
decisive inﬂuence on perpetuating the “consumerist”,
“elitist” and somewhat cruel society in which we live. It is
therefore essential that we progress, from the standpoint of
sustainability and fairness, towards ways of life and forms
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If we see SD as a process of change, consensus must be
on a series of principles that need to be considered when
we act: 1) the impossibility of unlimited growth, which means
fomenting qualitative development instead of physical
expansion; 2) the need to attain social goals (to satisfy the
needs of both present and future generations), in accordance
with different cultures, rather than individual and/or
immediate ones; 3) intra- and intergenerational solidarity; 4)
to combine knowledge and regulation in order to “internalise
externalities”; 5) the need to conserve natural resources
(reducing their consumption and the production of waste,
re-using and recycling; reducing, in short, our ecological
footprint; 6) to value biological and cultural diversity and to
prevent any community from threatening the viability of the
others or of the Earth; and 7) to promote a system of values
that reinforces both social aims and sustainable actions.
We speak, therefore, of an alternative model of development
that is to be actively constructed by the citizenship, with
the objective of satisfying present and future needs in an
equitable manner, and in different cultures.
However, when we talk about a shift in values, education,
and more speciﬁcally Environmental Education, must play
a fundamental role. Thus, what have variously been called
Education for Sustainable Development (ESD), Education
for Sustainability (ES) or Environmental Education for
Sustainable Development (EESD) have approached, in
different ways, essential aspects relating to the construction
of societies and more sustainable futures. This education,
beyond the speciﬁc characteristics that it already possesses,
can be understood as a new form of a transforming education
oriented towards sustainability. An effective relation between
education and sustainability will allow individuals and
institutions to act whilst taking care of the present and of
the future and equitably sharing the resources on which the
survival of mankind, in its variety of cultures, and that of other
species depend.

Development, whether local or global, requires an education
in conditions of fairness, and this type of education, which
contemplates not only personal development but also
environmental, socio-economic and cultural aspects, is
intimately linked to sustainability; both dimensions therefore
give feedback in a synergistic manner and are indispensable
tools for enabling us to abandon our present unsustainability.
Furthermore, if we assume that education, as a socialising
instrument, should always respond to the economic, political
and socio-cultural problems of a given period, seeing them as
a challenge that requires answers, EESD is an indispensable
tool in the construction of an alternative culture that confronts
the planetary socio-environmental conﬂicts generated by
poverty, injustice and inequality in a critical and active way
(Vega & Alvarez, 2007).
EESD-ES implies not only critical analysis of the socioeconomic framework that has determined our present
unsustainable tendencies, placing great importance on the
preparation of a responsible citizenship that is prepared
for sustainable decision making in a global and complex
world, which makes it essential that citizens should be
environmentally literate (Orr, 1994), giving them: a) the
knowledge and information that will enable them to become
aware of the complex nature of the environment and the
meaning of sustainable development; b) an awareness of,
and sensitivity to, the need to achieve sustainable models of
development and society; and c) an education in aptitudes
that will allow them to diagnose and analyse situations,
discover possible strategies for action and, additionally,
enable them to act, both individually and collectively, in
favour of SD. (Sauvé, 1994; Uzzell, 1997).
It is a question, therefore, of constructing new knowledge
that allows a democratically participative and sustainable
world, which means learning from environmental complexity,
taking as our starting point the ecological potential of nature
and different cultures. Nevertheless, it is not only abilities

A sustainable society does not have to be uniform: as is the case in nature, “cultural” diversity in a human society is as much a cause as a result of sustainability
(Meadows et al., 2006).
Global action and local action are the two sides of the same coin (“there can be no globalness without localness”, Carlos Fuentes, 2006), and reality acquires
its proper dimension with the combination of the two, this being what we shall call “glocalisation”, representing the necessary synthesis for analysing, relating and
understanding our environment, both near and far.
Action competence has to be seen as a social process, since it is much more effective when it occurs as the result of group effort. In this regard, Lubbers (1990),
starting from the idea that cooperation and interdependence between the components of an ecosystem produce both stability and adaptability in the same, is in
favour of cooperative learning “in order that we may behave in a manner consistent with natural laws”.
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task and in which the construction of knowledge is presented
as a challenge, “like an adventure in thought”, to quote
Einstein, that serves both to ensure scientiﬁc-environmental
literacy and to enable people to develop pro-environmental
behaviours without this being considered as something
unusual or unique (Vega, Freitas, Álvarez & Fleuri, 2007
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that should come to the fore, but also commitments and
a willingness to act, and for this reason, working on the
basis that sustainability begins with ourselves and in our
environment, but bearing in mind its relation with what is
global , we should undertake educational activities that
involve acting sustainably. This implies the need for a new
paradigm, in the Kuhnian sense, for education and more
speciﬁcally for EESD, that could be expressed as the
development in people of “qualiﬁcation for action” (Breiting
& Mogesen, 1999).
It is, in short, an education oriented towards processes and
the development of competences and qualiﬁcation for action
and decision making, as opposed to a simple orientation
towards products and end goals. In both theory and practice
it should be a strategic EESD, one that is coherent with the
complexity of the problems and solutions implied by moving
in as human a way as possible towards a sustainable and
ecologically “healthy” future. EESD, seen in this way, is more
a social necessity than an educational possibility because
it responds to the need to be able to count on people who
are committed to the collective problems of human beings
in a globalised world. This education, in addition to being a
fundamental value, is also a driving force that favours the
construction of socially and environmentally sustainable
societies. Furthermore, the interrelation between development
and innovation, and between the latter and teaching-learning
processes, only serves to reafﬁrm its instrumental function.
We therefore propose a teaching strategy to ensure scientiﬁcenvironmental literacy that adopts an approach oriented
towards solving socio-environmental problems, but which
also implies much more than this, since it requires a positive
approach to cooperative decision making , a respect for
democracy and for cultural diversity, and an understanding
and acceptance of participatory processes (Vega &
Alvarez, 2006).
With this methodological strategy, shown in Figure 1, we
attempt to demonstrate the “applicability” of EESD to
the resolution of real and speciﬁc problems, bridging the
gap between theory and practice (Álvarez, Vega, & De la
Fuente, 2006).
Furthermore, this methodological proposal advocates a type
of learning that embodies the characteristics of a scientiﬁc
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Enric Pol

T

he days between July 15-18, 1982, Barcelona hosted
the 7th IAPS Conference, under the slogan ‘Man-Environment: Qualitative Aspects’. It was actually the ﬁrst real IAPS
Conference. The year before, in 1981, the International
Association for the Study of People and their Physical Surroundings had just been created. The history of this formal
constitution was complex, fact that is reﬂected by its slightly
complicated name, simpliﬁed later on.
From 1970 to 1979, four conferences took place under the
name of ‘International Conference on Architectural Psychology’ (IAPC): Kingston (UK), 1970; Lund (Sweden), 1973;
Strasbourg (France), 1976 and Louvain-la Neuve (Belgium),
1979. A formal structure didn’t exist then, and the organization was done by communication between consecutive conference comités. Bassil Honikman and Sue Ann Lee, Rikart
Küller, Perla Korosec-Serfaty, and Jules Gerard Simon were
their distinguished promoters (although not the only ones in
each case).

25 YEARS AFTER THE FIRST ‘REAL’
IAPS CONFERENCE:
BARCELONA, 1982

Enric Pol and Montserrat Morales, with the institutional support of Miguel Siguan. Muntañola had actively participated
in many of the previous conferences. Pol and Morales had
just started their activity within the ﬁeld, with some collaboration connecting Architecture and Psychology around the
‘notion of city in the child’ and school environments. They
involved the three universities in the city (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, Universitat de Barcelona and Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona). The conference gathered 250
participants from 21 countries, with 157 presentations. The
key-notes were Josep Muntañola, with Architectural Design
and Social Science: misunderstandings in the past and alternatives; Claude Levy-Leboyer, with Vandalism, Psychology
and Environment; and David Canter with A Model for Social
Action in Environmental Design: nine questions to bridge
the gap.
A slightly ambivalent memory of the conference remains:
certain lacks concerning in facilities (direct indicator of the
situation of a country in the middle of a transition towards
democracy), but warmth in the human relations and scientiﬁc
exchanges. Warmth also stemming from the gentle weather,
with extremely hot days and a rain of ashes coming from a
nearby forest ﬁre. But undoubtedly, if there is a single memory kept by the participants is the dinner-ball in the viewpoint of Gaudi’s Park Güell. With the IAPS and with Gaudí,
Barcelona entered in the world map of the environment and
behaviour studies.

In parallel, but interacting with the IAPC meetings, we ﬁnd
another series of conferences hosted in the United Kingdom.
In 1969, David Canter is the most visible promoter of a meeting on Architectural Psychology at the University of Strachclyde (Glasgow). After that, once the Master Program in
Surrey was constituted, Terence Lee and David Canter announced in the above mentioned university two conferences
under the name of International Conference on Environmental Psychology, in 1974 and 1979.
In 1979, the two conference lines announced their respective meetings with a week of difference (IAPC in Louvain-laNeuve, ICEP in Surrey). The participation of the same researchers and professionals in both conferences, in addition
to some theoretical and epistemological disagreements, triggered the need of formalizing an international association
capable of coordinating the activity within this ﬁeld. There
was a will to maintain the spirit of the previous acronyms,
giving birth to IAPS, as well as avoiding any explicit mention
to a particular scientiﬁc discipline. That’s the reason for its
difﬁcult name. Rikart Küller would be its President and David
Canter its General Manager.
The creation of the society in 1981 left little margin of time
for the organization of the next conference, that had to be
in 1982, not to break the previous rhythm. After having sorted several options, Barcelona was chosen. The 7th IAPS
Conference, thus, resulted from the addition of previous 4
IAPC and 2 ICEP.
The leading group of the 7th IAPS Conference was formed
by the architect Josep Muntañola and the psychologists
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Conference Dinner in the Park Güel, from Gaudí, 18 July 1982

The local organising committee during the Opening Session of the 7th IAPS
Conference (Barcelona, 1982). From left to right: Josep Muntañola, Gabriel
Ferrater, Rikart Küller, Enric Pol, and Montserrat Morales

Angela Castrechini
Dani Carro

20 YEARS OF THE MASTER ON
ENVIRONMENTAL AND MANAGEMENT
INTERVENTION: PEOPLE AND
SOCIETY

University of Barcelona (Spain)

T

he ﬁrst edition of the Master Programme started in 1988.
The Programme was initially fostered by Montserrat Morales
(Psychologist), Josep Muntañola (Architect) and Enric Pol
(Psychologist), who became its ﬁrst Director. It was the result of a large collaboration, which began toward the end of
the seventies and had its greatest visibility at VII IAPS Conference. The collaboration between the University of Barcelona and the Polytechnic University of Catalonia was rapidly
strengthened and a third local university was included: the
Autonomous University of Barcelona.
Since the very beginning, the Master, based on the study
of environment/behaviour relationships, looked for a design
that included both the environmental concern topics and a
strong emphasis on territorial issues such as urban planning
and architectural psychology, always with mixed quantitative
and qualitative methodological approaches. No disciplinary
mention was intentionally used in its title, in order to reﬂect
its multidisciplinary approach.
Soon after, some speciﬁc research requests coming from local and regional administrations, together with the increasing

Andrés Di Masso
Maria Rosa Bonet

number and impact of European Directives about environmental conservation and sustainability, motivated a strong
turn to environmental management in the programme, emphasizing dimensions of human, social and organizational
behaviour management. Architecture and urban planning
continued to be relevant subjects, but sustainability was then
promoted as an emerging, necessary referent, conceptualized as a new positive social value which should be considered together with other potential environmental improvement
parameters.
The current board of directors is formed by Enric Pol (UB
– University of Barcelona) and Lupicinio Íñiguez (UAB – Autonomous University of Barcelona) as co-directors; Sergi
Valera (UB), Tomeu Vidal (UB) and Emilia Moreno (Environmental Consultant) as module coordinators; and Rosa Maria
Bonet (Socio-Environmental Consultant) as academic subdirector and the real ‘alma matter’ of the programme during
the last decade.
During these 20 years, the programme has trained 326 students of 23 different professional proﬁles (including psychologists and architects, as well as engineers, sociologists and
lawyers, etc.). Monitoring of professional careers of its graduates shows that almost 70% of them are working in ﬁelds
directly connected to the Master topics.
More information: http://www.ub.es/dppss/psicamb/mia.htm

SOCIAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AND
ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
RESEARCH GROUP

University of Barcelona (Spain)

R

esearch in environment and behavior at the University
of Barcelona is currently represented by the PsicoSAO
group, acknowledged by the academic authorities of the
Catalan government as a ‘quality research group’. The name
aims to reﬂect the psychosocial perspective from which
environmental issues are studied, as well as the links with
the society’s and companies’ organizational dimensions. The
city and the urban environment, symbolism and appropriation
of space, people-place relations - in their pro-environmental
facets -, the effects of environmental conditions upon wellbeing, participatory processes and environmental conﬂicts,
along with environmental management and sustainability
research, are the group’s main orientations.
The previous work of the group dates back to the studies
in collaboration with the architect Josep Muntañola,

concerned with the city from the child’s perspective, in the
late 70s, and with a research line on school environments
at the beginning of the 80s. Later on, applied studies on
quality of life in its different scopes were developed, with an
important involvement in the Polis Research Centre leaded
by Antoni Remesar from a Fine Arts School. Also, studies
in environmental impact detection were performed within
Environmental Impact Assessment processes, followed by
the creation of know-how in Environmental Management
with an empirical basis. An important part of this already
large trajectory was built around the organizing structure of
the Master in and Society.
The group is leaded by Dr. Enric Pol and is composed by
19 academic researchers and 6 external collaborators from
the professional ﬁeld of environmental consultancy and
Catalunya’s public administration. It includes frequent names
in the IAPS conferences, such as Sergi Valera, Ángela
Castrechini, Emilia Moreno, Tomeu Vidal, Maria Rosa Bonet,
Montserrat Morales, Daniel Carro, Andrés Di Masso, Nuria
Codina, José Vicente Pestana or Montse Ecija, among
others. More details can can be found on the website:
http://www.ub.es/grc_psicosao/castellano/presentacion.html
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NEWS
KATIE WESTACOTT WINNER OF THE JONATHAN SIME AWARD

In 2007 the ﬁrst Jonathan Sime Dissertation Award was
rewarded to Katie Westacott for the best dissertation in peopleenvironment studies. The annual award is given in memory
of Jonathan Sime who died suddenly in January 2001, aged
just 50. The award is funded by a friend of Jonathan from his
teenage years. In memory of Jonathan Sime, this is an award
to recognize a signiﬁcant contribution to the ﬁeld of peopleenvironment research in an undergraduate dissertation.
This prestigious annual award is open to all undergraduates
attending a British University. For more information about the
award visit http://www.psy.surrey.ac.uk/Award.htm
Value orientations, news articles, and intentions to perform
energy-efﬁcient behaviours by Katie Westacott
This paper’s premise was to examine the role that values can
take in guiding and inﬂuencing proenvironmental choices and
behaviours. The present study examines the extent to which
value orientation correlates with intentions to carry out energy efﬁcient behaviours, as well as the effect that value-orientated
articles have on enhancing these intentions. As previous research has highlighted how information aiming to change attitudes
and behaviours does not always work, this study additionally examined the extent to which messages appealing to a particular
value orientation were more effective in strengthening intentions in people who strongly held that particular value orientation.
This study focused on participants’ reported direct energy consumption and used egoistic, social-altruistic, and biospheric value
orientations adopted from Stern, Dietz, Kalof and Guagnano (1995b). These values centre around intentions to act in an energy
efﬁcient way when motivated by either personal gains or in reaction to the negative impacts that inaction would have on other
people and the biosphere.
A between-subjects design was used, where participants were presented with one of three news articles to read on climate
change and energy consumption. These articles were framed in either an egoistic, social-altruistic or biospheric value orientated
way. Participants then completed a questionnaire that assessed their value orientations, their current energy usage behaviour,
as well as their intentions to energy-save. The sample consisted of 104 participants ranging from 20 to 78 years old (mean age
39.6). All participants were UK residents.
It was found that the biospheric value orientation had a greater correlation with intentions than it did in egoistic or social-altruistic
cases. These ﬁndings are in accordance with Stern, Dietz & Kalof (1993) who speciﬁed that those with a biospheric value
orientation express greater concern for the environment, than do people of an egoistic or social-altruistic nature. Each article was
found to strengthen intention above the mean score of the control group suggesting the positive effects that can come from written
communications independent of the value orientation within which they are framed.
Mixed results were found in relation to the hypothesis that participants would show greater levels of intention if exposed to an
article which reﬂected their personal value orientation, however most of the results were found in the expected direction. Although
the egoistic message was least successful in heightening intentions it was found to have a more signiﬁcant effect on people
holding an egoistic value orientation in comparison to others. The social-altruistic message was found to have the greatest effect
in increasing intentions across all value orientations.
This study has positive implications for using the media to promote and create awareness of the negative effects that climate
change is having. Support was found to suggest that news articles highlighting these key points could be used to strengthen
intentions across a range of energy-saving behaviours. Furthermore if framed within a socially altruistic perspective these
messages could show an even greater effect on increasing public intentions to act in an energy-efﬁcient way.
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“VON HELMHOLTZ 2007” MEDAL FOR PROFESSOR SERAFÍN MERCADO
(UNAM, MEXICO)
Last 16th November, Professor Serafín Mercado Doménech
(UNAM, Mexico) was distingued with the “Hermann Ludwig
Ferdinand Von Helmholtz 2007” medal, which is anually
awarded by the Mexican Society of Acoustic for people who
bring an important contribution to this ﬁeld. The ofﬁcial function
took place in the city of León, Guanajuato (Mexico).
This medal was awarded for research that Professor Mercado
has carried out in the last years on the problem of noise.
Professor Mercado was distingued because he brought the
study of acoustic into psychology in general, and more specially
into the ﬁeld of Environmental Psychology in Mexico.

GERD ALBERS AWARD 2007 FOR PROFESSOR LINEU CASTELLO
LINEU CASTELLO, Ph. D., received the GERD ALBERS AWARD 2007 granted by ISOCARP (International Society of City and Regional Planners), for his article “There’s No Reality Like Hyper-Reality”,
published in Traditional Dwellings and Settlements Working Paper Series, University of California at
Berkeley, USA, V. 195. p. 1378-1396.
Founded in 1965, ISOCARP is a global association recognized by the United Nations, the Council of
Europe and UNESCO, comprising architects and planners from over 70 countries.
Texts published by IS0CARP members in 2006 and in the ﬁrst half of 2007 were eligible entries for this
year’s Gerd Albers Award edition. The Jury included scholars from Italy (Chair), Mexico, South Africa,
USA, and Germany.
The paper originates from a presentation to IASTE’s (International Association for the Study of Traditional Environments) 2006
Conference, “Hyper-Traditions”, in Bangkok, Thailand.
Abstract - The paper updates the concept of place, and looks at malls as new urban places. Argues about the role they play in
the representation of reality; and accompanies the experiences of poorer people in the mall during free-pass days; contrast them
to those of regular customers; observes that differing levels of adaptability to the scenario inﬂuence their relative perception of
simulated reality. It ﬁnally argues that the perception of hyper-reality may produce new traditions. This drives to two currents of
thinking. One, points out to a disruptive existential doom, evolving from the new phenomena. Other, to an acknowledgement of
the phenomenon, seen as a stimulating mutation in response to changes in societal mores, and accepts mutation as a requisite
for society’s evolution.
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EVENTS
REPORT ON THE 7TH BIENNIAL CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF BAYREUTH (GERMANY)
Bayreuth, 9th to 12th, 2007
By Petra Schweizer-Ries, Otto-von-Guericke Universität Magdeburg
and Florian Kaiser Technische Universität Eindhoven
In September 2007, the 7th Environmental Psychology Conference of the Environmental Psychology Division of the German
Psychological Association (DGPs) took place at the University of Bayreuth in southern Germany. The conference language was
English as it usually is. The conference was organised and hosted by Prof. Dr. Franz X. Bogner, Chair of Biology Didactics at the
University of Bayreuth. In total, 99 papers, including ﬁve keynotes were presented. Altogether, 142 researchers (including 49 students) from twenty countries (Austria, Brazil, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France (5%), Germany (50%), Japan,
Mexico, Netherlands (12%), Norway, Portugal, Romania, South Africa, Spain, Sweden (6%), Switzerland (7%), United Kingdom
(8%), and the United States) joined the event.
After a warm welcome by the conference host, the ﬁrst invited address, the C. F. Graumann Lecture, was given by Prof. P. Wesley Schultz (California State University, San Marcos, CA). His contribution was about “Environmental concern as implicit social
cognition”. Further keynote speakers were Prof. Ute Ritterfeld (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam; she talked about “Mainstreamed
and augmented environments: New perspectives in media psychology”), Prof. A. Troge (Federal Environment Agency, Berlin; he
spoke about the demographic change in Germany and the impact on the environment), Prof. Gary W. Evans (Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY; he presented “The environment of childhood poverty”), and ﬁnally Prof. Jose Antonio Corraliza (Universidad Autonoma of Madrid; his presentation was entitled “Environmental aesthetic and the experience of nature”).
In addition to the rich presentations of posters in two sessions on Monday afternoon, 19 thematically different sessions were held
on the following topics: “Built environments”, “Perception of spaces and landscapes: International perspectives”, “An update on
the urban way of life”, “Restorative environments”, “Attitudes about new technologies”, “Models of pro-environmental behaviour
I”, “Travel mode choice”, “Values as determinants of pro-environmental behaviour”, Morality and pro-environmental behaviour”,
“Models of pro-environmental behaviour II”, “Environmental innovations”, Environmental education”, “IAPS symposium I: Consumption, energy and sustainability”, “Water: Behaviour and behavioural change”, “IAPS symposium II: Consumption, energy
and sustainability”, “Impact of critical life events on travel mode choice”, “Concepts of global change”, “Promoting change”, “Pricing policies: Acceptance & consequences”.
Next to the regular conference program, the “Zeitschrift Umweltpsychologie”, the German journal of environmental psychology,
celebrated its 10th anniversary and two business meetings took place: The general assembly of the Environmental Psychology

The conference organizer, Franz Bogner from the University of Bayreuth, Bayreuth,
Germany, and the Chairperson of the Environmental Psychology Division of the German
Association of Psychology (DGPs) Ellen Matthies from the Ruhr-University Bochum,
Bochum, Germany
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Board members of the International Association for People-Environment Studies (IAPS)
from left to right: Birgitta Gatersleben, Eulogio Real Deus, Gabriel Moser, Karin Weiss, Elena
Sautkina, Adina Dumitru (guest), Angela Castrechini (partly covered), Ricardo Garcia Mira,
and Edward Edgerton (partly covered).

EVENTS

Division of the German Psychological Association (DGPs) and the general assembly of International Association of People-Environment Studies (IAPS).
Overall, the Biennial Conference on Environmental Psychology has established itself as a European venue that allows scholars
from all over the world to gather for academic exchange and fruitful scientiﬁc discussions, in a friendly, supportive, and culturally
rich atmosphere. A spirit that will be continued in 2009, when we meet again at the 8th Biennial Conference on Environmental
Psychology at the University of Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland.
The following photos give an impression of the social and physical environment in Bayreuth.

In action Hartmut Günther (left) from University of Brasilia, and Gabriel Moser, the
current President of IAPS.

Conference participants from left to right: Henk Staats, Leiden University, Leiden, The
Netherlands; Agnes van den Berg, Wageningen University, Wageningen, The Netherlands; Terry Hartig, Uppsala University, Gävle, Sweden; Jose Antonio Corraliza (key note
speaker), Autonomous University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain; Patricia Ortega-Andeane,
National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico; Ricardo Garcia Mira,
University of Corunna, A Coruna, Spain.

Editors of the German Journal of Environmental Psychology “Zeitschrift Umweltpsychologie” celebrating their 10th anniversary of the journal at the conference. From left to right: Christian
Hoffmann, Ellen Mathies, Andreas Homburg, Nicola Moczek, Klaus Wortmann and Petra Schweizer-Ries.
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EVENTS
EIGTH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF DEATH,
DYING AND DISPOSAL (DDD8)
Bath, UK, September 2007.
By Douglas Davies, Dirham University, UK.
E-mail: douglas.davies@durham.ac.uk
This biennial multi-disciplinary conference this year attracted, out of a total of 160 papers, an unprecedented number - about
25 - that addressed issues of space and place. This created by far the biggest stream in the conference. The space and place
papers came from the UK, France, The Netherlands, Spain, Poland, Sweden, USA, Brazil, Australia, and New Zealand; and they
represented the disciplines of art, geography, cultural theory, sociology, media studies, religious studies, history, politics, literature,
palliative care, social work, anthropology, architecture, and landscape architecture. Their topics varied from the ﬁxity of the grave
to the ﬂuidity of cyber memorials, from the place of death to geographies of mourning, from empirical studies of nursing homes to
psychoanalytic theory.
The papers identiﬁed a number of dichotomies, along with their evolving separation and/or transgression: life/death, public/private,
mobility/resting place, ﬁxity/ﬂuidity, cyberspace/material place, sacred/profane. Many examined the relation between spaces/places: How do global migrants deal with dying, which entails a body slowing down and stopping, and human remains needing to be
ﬁxed in one place? How do modern nomads construct sacred space in dying and mourning? Some spaces re-insert death into life,
some separate the two – how does this re-construct notions of sacred and profane, of death as sequestrated? How are undesired
and profane places of death – the street, the nursing home – turned into sacred space?
This mini-conference within a conference reveals a growing interest in the spatiality and materiality of death. DDD9 will be at
Durham University, 9-12 September 2009. Information from: douglas.davies@durham.ac.uk

Symposium on “Housing and Environmental Conditions
in Post-Communist Countries
Gliwice, Poland, October 2007
By Anna Pawlikowska-Piechotka, Warsaw Technical University,
E-mail: anna.piechotka@gmail.com.
The Symposium on “Housing and Environmental Conditions in Post-Communist Countries” was held in the Silesian University of
Technology, Faculty of Architecture in Poland (11-13 October 2007, Gliwice).
Over 100 participants (from Czech Republic, Germany, Norway, Poland, Romania, UK), representatives of universities, regional
and local governments, have committed to this meeting. The “Housing and Environmental Conditions in Post-Communist
Countries” symposium was organized under the auspices of Regional Silesian Government, Silesian University of Technology
and Psychology and Architecture Association.
During this meeting problems concerning housing estates in the post-communist cities, important questions of urban regeneration
with architectural, cultural, economic and social approach were discussed. Amongs other themes, the visible drawbacks as
negative impacts of real estate tenure, ageing people and buildings, insufﬁcient level of safety and security in residential areas,
social and architectural problems of management and maintenance, were considered. Housing and environmental conditions
in post-communist countries have changed since 1990 and it was thought-provoking to observe in different presentations the
regional meaning of these transformations, their multifaceted reality and different efforts and instruments used by planners to seek
for possible improvements.
This event represented a major milestone in the pursuit of sustainable living conditions in the post communist countries of
Central Europe, with strong and vigorous debate highlighting the signiﬁcance of revision the building and urban planning law
regulations.
It was also underlined that the diverse multidisciplinary contributions, linking theory and practice is now seen as crucial factor
when local and regional spatial policy directions are considered and newly shaped. Consequently, the challenge for Central
Europe to implement sustainable housing and living conditions must be evaluated and developed through recognizing the local,
individual needs and problems.
The recent “IAPS International Symposium – Gliwice 2007” meeting resulted in publishing a book of abstracts, containing 22
summaries of papers presented. Furthermore, the book of symposium proceedings is expected soon, which includes the full
version of presented papers and a special chapter concerning the city of Nowe Tychy.
For further details, please contact: Prof. El_bieta Niezabitowska. The Silesian Technical University, Poland. Faculty of Architecture.
PL - 44 100 Gliwice. 7, Akademicka Street
Dr Beata Komar Beata.Komar@polsl.pl and Dr Beata Kucharczyk-Brus Beata.Kucharczyk-Brus@polsl.pl
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FOURTH SESSION OF THE SEMINAR ON DAILY MOBILITY IN MEXICAN
METROPOLITAN CENTRES
Mexico, DF – July 2007
By Martha de Alba, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana - Iztapalapa
E-mail: marthadealba_uami@yahoo.com.mx
As cities grow, metropolitan transportation patterns get
more complex. This gives rise to questions about the direction
of daily mobility, commuting patterns, urban fragmentation,
the identity of the city dweller, reconﬁguration of daily routines;
in short, the way that the city in movement currently deﬁnes
urban reality.
The purpose of this seminar is to tackle the theme of
daily mobility in the contemporary metropolis, by stimulating
an exchange of dialogue between a range of disciplines. The
seminar meets every three months and is organised by a group
of researchers who work at various institutions based in Mexico.
These are: Salomón González, specialist in urban studies
at the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana - Cuajimalpa;
Guénola Capron, researcher in geography at CNRS (France)
and the Centre of Mexican and Central American Studies;
Martha de Alba, social psychologist at the Universidad
Autónoma Metropolitana - Iztapalapa; and Alejandro García,
anthropologist at the Universidad Autónoma de Nuevo León.
Each member of the team has been responsible for organizing
a seminar to which researchers from universities in Mexico,
or other parts of the world, are invited to debate key topics
related to the study of daily mobility. Four seminars have been
given, focusing on theoretical and methodological aspects
of the following topics: accessibility and daily mobility; daily
mobility, outlying areas and suburbs; transportation and daily
mobility; and living in a city in movement.
The importance of the topic of daily mobility has become

clear at these seminars. This is deﬁned as the living experience
of an area that, whether looked at individually or collectively,
goes beyond mere movement, and covers aspects that may
be as personal as the place where someone has settled,
to spatial dynamics, deﬁned both social and historically.
Daily mobility can be seen as an urban phenomenon of
considerable theoretical and methodological complexity. To
illustrate, we present a brief outline of the fourth seminar on
Daily mobility in Mexican Metropolitan Centres, which took
place on the 6th of July, 2007, organized by Martha de Alba
at the Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana - Iztapalapa.
The metropolis seen as movement/the metropolis
experienced as movement
This fourth session of the seminar focused on the topic
of the city experienced as movement. On this occasion,
daily mobility was viewed from two perspectives: on the one
hand, focusing on the length of time that residents of large
metropolitan centres devote to long daily journeys; and on
the other, taking as a starting point the fact that numerous
individuals and households depend on transportation as
a source of employment (taxi drivers, roadside vendors,
delivery staff, etc.). The metropolis seen as movement
or experienced as movement was tackled from different
standpoints.
Mario Barbosa, historian at the Universidad Autónoma
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Metropolitana - Cuajimalpa, approached the topic from
a historical perspective presenting a paper on the daily
mobility of Mexico City inhabitants at the beginning of the
twentieth century based on the concept of “locale” and
showed that the daily movement of city inhabitants at
that time was quite limited because journeys were mainly
made on foot. This focus was continued chronologically in
the paper given by Georgina Rodríguez, historian at the
Centro de la Imagen (Mexico), analysing photographs by
the renowned photographer, Ignacio López, who carried out
genuine “experiments” in urban ethnography in the middle of
the twentieth century, photographing the unusual situations
that he himself caused, such as walking along streets and
travelling on public transport accompanied by a mannequin.
These historically focused works were the prelude to
the comparison between daily mobility in the pre-1950s
city and daily mobility in the twenty-ﬁrst century metropolis.
This gave rise to a paper, “From the roadside vendor to
the vending machine: food retailing and daily mobility”,
presented by Jerome Monnet, geographer at the Institut
Français d’Urbanisme (France). This paper encouraged us
to think about the way that daily mobility in modern cities is
also closely linked to consumption in transit: railway stations
are increasingly turning into shopping centres, metropolitan
travel is also the occasion for making impromptu purchases,
at vending machines selling food, at free-standing stalls in
the street, or small shops in the corridors of underground

railway stations. These urban problems, features of all great
modern cities, place us completely in today’s metropolis
and take us directly on to the topics dealt with in the papers
that followed. The ﬁrst, by José Sánchez, researcher at the
University of Guanajuato, approached daily mobility from an
anthropological perspective, analysing routes, itineraries and
transformations in the city of León, Guanajuato. The second,
entitled “The city as an unavoidable trip: from the bus driven
to the bus endured”, was presented by Bernardo Jiménez,
social psychologist at the University of Guadalajara. This work
ﬁnalised the session of the seminar dealing with the subject
of public transport itself, the principal medium of the action of
daily mobility. By means of interesting ethnographic research,
including observations that captured the expressions on the
faces of drivers and passengers, it was demonstrated how
serious deﬁciencies in the urban transport system can vastly
worsen the duration and quality of trips.
The sessions held so far of the Seminar on Daily
Mobility in Mexican Metropolitan Centres have become a
space for coming together, where representatives of diverse
disciplines interested in the relationship between cities and
city-dwellers can exchange points of view. Contact with
researchers from other countries invites us to reﬂect upon
daily mobility in modern metropolitan centres in general, and
the relationships with its local context.

Some participants in the seminar. From left to right: Martha de Alba, Guenola Capron, Ricardo G. Mira, Alejandra Terán, Bernardo Jiménez, Fernando Lozada, Serafín Mercado,
Georgina Rodríguez, Brigitte Lamy and Salomón González.
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INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON QUALITY & ENVIRONMENT
Santiago de Cuba, December 2007
By Nuria Nápoles Sayous, Universidad de Oriente, Santiago de Cuba.
E-mail: num@fco.uo.edu.cu
Under the sponsorship of the Government of Galicia (Spain),
the FIRST INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON QUALITY &
ENVIRONMENT was held at the City of Santiago de Cuba from
10th to 14th December, 2007, aiming to establish exchange
and collaboration links about this issue among the PersonEnvironment group of the University of Corunna (Spain),
on one side, and the researchers from the East University,
together with institutions, research centres and the Ministry of
Science, Technology and Environment of Cuba, on the other.
The workshop was coordinated, on the Spanish side, by Dr
Ricardo García Mira, Professor of Social and Environmental
Psychology at the University of A Corunna, under the General
Co-ordination for the whole program of Dr Nieves Lagares
Díaz, Professor of the University of Santiago de Compostela
on behalf of the Galician Government. On the Cuban side,
Nuria Nápoles Sayous, associate professor of the East
University, co-ordinated the workshop.
Ph.D. Pedro Beatón Soler, delegate of the Ministry of Science, Technology and Environment (CITMA) for the Province of
Santiago, opened the workshop, with the assistance of Ph.D.
Nicasio Viña, director of the Eastern Centre for Ecosystems
and biodiversity (BIOECO), also from the CITMA of Santiago
de Cuba. They welcomed the visitors in charge of the different
activities at the workshop.
The workshop comprised several speciﬁc objectives consisting of:
1. The establishment of links between environmental quality
management -being institutional or industrial- and sustainability strategies.
2. Acknowledgement of the importance of Environmental Education strategies for sustainable development in local environmental management, as well as for the industry.
3. Assessment of the roles and responsibilities of local authorities in environmental protection.
4. Understanding of the conceptual and methodological aspects of Agenda21, and its application in Spain, Europe and
Cuba.
5. The stablishment of plans aimed to the conservation and
care of the environment, and based on the implementation of
environmental sustainability indicators.

following participants: Ph. D. Ricardo García Mira, professor
of Social and Environmental Psychology at the University
of Corunna (Spain); Ph.D. Pedro Vega Marcote, professor
of Didactic of Environmental Sciences at the University of
Corunna (Spain); Ph.D. Eulogio Real Deus, professor of
Methodology at the University of Santiago de Compostela
(Spain); Msc. Adina Dumitru, assistant profesor of Psychology
at the West University of Timisoara (Romania). All of them
are members of the People-Environment Research Group
of the University of Corunna (Spain).
The workshop was attended by 34 participants from the
Faculties of Construction, Social and Humanistic Sciences at
the East University of Santiago, together with the Research
Centres of BIOECO, MEGACEN, and the CITMA itself,
represented by its delegations in Santiago de Cuba.
Along the workshop, several issues were debated. They
were related to the discourse of environmental quality,
environmental satisfaction, sustainability, and the Agenda21
as a basic tool for environmental quality, together with the role
of local government in the fulﬁllment of local agendas, directly
related with the current state of the process of generalization
of higher education in Cuba, and the presence in Cuban
City Halls of the Municipal University Councils. Other issues
covered the environmental quality indicators, environmental
quality prediction and modelling using subjective indicators,
environment and human behaviour, and the environmental
impact of the consumption of products and services.
The conclusions of the workshop are aimed to maintain the
collaboration and exchange between the researchers in
quality and environment from the Universities of Corunna and
Santiago de Compostela, the joint development of research
projects allowing for the infrastructure and necessary
funding to develop community actions of rehabilitation and
conservation of the environment in the different municipalities
of the Province of Santiago de Cuba. Participants expressed
their interest in the exchange thus obtained, and awaiting
future actions.
Santiago de Cuba, December, 14th, 2007

6. Evaluation of experiences of community participation in local development, and the establishment of collaborative efforts between the University of Corunna and the East University
of Santiago.
7. Identiﬁcation of research strategies allowing the access to
the knowledge of the perceptive processes of environmental
quality from the user’s perspective.
The courses included in the workshop were taught by the

The Spanish teaching team with a few staff members from the University of the
East. From left to right: Adina Dumitru, Eulogio Real, Nuria Nápoles, Pedro Vega, and
Liliana Gonzalez
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ECO-LODGES AND
ECO-TOURISM:
SUSTAINABLE
PLANNING AND
DESIGN FOR
ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY TOURISM
FACILITIES.
Guest Editor: Ashraf M.
Salama, Qatar University,
Doha, Qatar

Abstract

Increasingly, people are abandoning traditional vacation for a new type of tourism
that gives them the sense of nature. Trekking in mountains, bird watching,
archaeological digs, desert and photo safaris, scuba diving are some new types of
vacation that attract tourists to travel to relatively remote and unspoiled areas. This
type of travel is referred to as nature-based travel, ecotourism, or environmentally
sustainable tourism. These terms are used interchangeably to reﬂect the latest
trend in travel industry, a newly emerged type of tourism that combines preserving
natural environments and sustaining the well being of human cultures that inhabit
those environments. The generic concept of environmentally sustainable tourism
has emerged in parallel to the realization of the potential beneﬁts in combining
people interest in nature with their concern for the environment. It is a responsible
way of travel; an alternative to traditional travel, but it is not for everyone. It appeals
to people who love nature and indigenous cultures. It allows those people to enjoy
an attraction or a locality and ensures that local cultures and environments are
unimpaired. As environmentally sustainable tourism industry expands world-wide,
well planned, ecologically sensitive facilities are in high demand that can be met
with ecolodges: small scale facilities that provide tourists with the opportunity of
being in close contact with nature and local culture.
In response to this theme, research papers in this issue of Open House International
explore sustainable planning and design for tourism by debating, analyzing, and
visioning a wide spectrum of issues, with a focus on the developments taking
place in biologically sensitive areas, whether desert, forest, tropical coasts, or rural
environments. Interestingly, they cover the planet earth from Australia through
the Arab World and Turkey to Argentina and Chile. An important shared aspect in
these papers is that emphasis is placed upon integrating people, nature, and local
economy into responsive development processes while offering lessons on how
such integration may take place.
CONTENTS:
Editorial: Dr. Ashraf M. Salama. Whatever the Name is, the Concern is for People
and Environments
Ahmet Eyüce. Learning from the Vernacular: Sustainable Planning and Design
Zbigniew Bromberek. Eco-resorts in Tropical Coasts: Design and Comfort
Rodrigo García Alvarado, Maureen Trebilcock, and Hernán Ascui. Experiencing
the Flows of Nature
Ceridwen Owen. Regenerative Tourism: A Case Study of the Resort Town Yulara, Australia
Ashraf M. Salama. A Charette Process for Designing an Eco-lodge in Al Qula’an, Red
Sea, Egypt
Aziza Chaouni. Desert Eco-tourism: Investigating Eco-lodges in the Sahara
Yasser Mahgoub. Towards Sustainable Desert Eco-Tourism in Kuwait: Learning from
the Regional Experience
Luciana Repiso, Natalia Ravegnini, and Emma Puch Sleive. Sustainable Design in
Heritage Sites: An Archaeological Park in Argentina
Sedef Altun, Gülin Beyhan, and Recep Esengil. Sustainable Rural Tourism in Akseki
Sarihacilar Village, Turkey.
Ozlem Olgac Turker and Ozgur Dincyurek. Sustainable Tourism as an Alternative to
Mass Tourism Developments of Bafra, North Cyprus

DESIGN STUDIO
PEDAGOGY:
HORIZONS FOR THE
FUTURE
Guest Editor: Ashraf M. Salama
Nicholas Wilkinson

This groundbreaking book is a new comprehensive round of debate developed in
response to the lack of research on design pedagogy. It provides thoughts, ideas,
and experiments of design educators of different generations, different academic
backgrounds, who are teaching and conducting research in different cultural
contexts. It probes future universal visions within which the needs of future shapers
of the built environment can be conceptualized and the design pedagogy that
satisﬁes those needs can be debated.
Addressing academics, practitioners, graduate students, and those who make
decisions about the educational system over twenty contributors remarkably
introduce analytical reﬂections on their positions and experience. Two invited
contributions of. N. John Habraken and Henry Sanoff offer visionary thoughts on
their outstanding experience in design pedagogy and research.

Structured in ﬁve chapters, this book introduces theoretical perspectives on design
pedagogy and outlines a number of thematic issues that pertain to critical thinking
and decision making; cognitive and teaching/learning styles; community, place,
and service learning; and the application of digital technologies in studio teaching
practices, all articulated in a conscious endeavor toward the betterment of the
built environment.
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BOOKS AND JOURNALS

THE PERCEPTION OF
PLACE. RETHINKING
THE CONCEPT
OF PLACE IN
ARCHITECTUREURBANISM

In the present turn of the millennium, the concept of place experiences some variations that
are conducive to a rethinking about the phenomenon of place. Presently, the topic regains
attention due to the growing creation of newly invented places, designed under innovative
conﬁgurations, such as theme parks, shopping malls, revamped historic areas, and the like.
Lineu Castello calls them “cloning places”, and understands them as projects that attempt
to replicate the characteristics found in urban spaces imbued with urbanity, by using the
environmental stimuli believed to have originally generated that urbanity.
In his book, the author discusses the enhancements that such projects can forward to today’s
cities, based on the hypothesis that the invented spaces will become perceived as legitimate
urbanity places for today’s society.
Curiously, the expression “cloning” is used to invoke the high humanistic content that should
accompany Architecture and Urbanism actions because, as remembered by the author, if
bio-technological cloning can create life, urban-architectural cloning can create places where
life can be lived and shared.
The chapter “The Presentation of Place” discloses the terms of reference of place, as the
concept is approached in the book. The following chapter, “The Conceptualization of Place”,
elaborates about the modernization of the concept under the speciﬁc approaches followed
in different disciplines. “The Research and Project of Place” deepens on previous empiric
ﬁndings and built specimens, in order to uncover new theoretical conjectures. Variations
believed to emerge from the cloning of urbanity are discussed in “Variations in the Perception
of Place”. “An Illustration of Places in ‘Gaucho’ Cities” presents, in sequence, the “Usina do
Gasometro” in Porto Alegre; “Serra Gaucha” places, especially those at the Hortensias region
and Seraﬁna Correa; and, back to Porto Alegre again, the “Commercial District Navegantes”
and “Salgado Filho Airport”. Finally, conclusive reﬂections are presented in “The Lessons from
the Cloning Places”, mainly those concerning the issuing of a reasonable doubt about the
quality and pertinence of cloning places in today’s urban contexts, as an attempt to abridge
the distance that separates, in a hurried contradictory way, places believed to be “authentic”
from places devalued as “invented”.
ArchNet-IJAR is an interdisciplinary scholarly online publication of architecture, planning,
and built environment studies. The journal aims at establishing a bridge between theory
and practice in the ﬁelds of architectural and design research, and urban planning and built
environment studies. It reports on the latest research ﬁndings, innovative approaches for
creating responsive environments, with special focus on developing countries. The journal
has two international boards; advisory and editorial. The range of knowledge and expertise of
the boards members ensures high quality scholarly papers and allows for a comprehensive
academic review of contributions that span wide spectrum of issues, methods, theoretical
approach and architectural and development practices.
Archnet-IJAR is published and archived by ARCHNET, the most comprehensive online
community for architects, planners, urban designers, interior designers, landscape architects,
and scholars working in these ﬁelds, developed at the MIT School of Architecture and Planning
in close cooperation with, and with the full support of The Aga Khan Trust for Culture, an
agency of the Aga Khan Development Network.
Interested academics, researchers, practitioners, and graduate students of architecture are to
contact Chief Editor, Ashraf Salama, Professor of Architecture, Qatar University at ijar@mit.
edu or visit the following websites:
http://www.archnet.org/gws/IJAR/
http://www.archnet.org/library/documents/collection.jsp?collection_id=1543
http://www.archnet-ijar.org
Chief Editor: Ashraf Salama
Advisory Board: Attilio Petruccioli; Besim Hakim; Hashim Sarkis; Henry Sanoff; Jamel Akbar;
Mohamad Al-Asad; Michael Crosbie; Nasser Rabbat; Nicholas Wilkinson; Nikos Salingaros;
Peter Rowe; Suha Ozkan; William Mitchell
Editorial-Scientiﬁc Board: Akhtar Chauhan; Aleya Abel-Hadi; Ali Cengizkan; Amer Moustafa;
Anne Beamish; Budi Sukada; Dalila Al-Kerdani; Donatella Mazzoleni; Eman El-Nachar; Fuad
Mallick; Hulya Turgut; Ihab Elzeyadi; M. Alaa Mandour; Malika Bose; Magda Sibley; Mashary
Al-Naim; Peter Kellett; Rabee Reffat; Yasser El-Shehstawy; Yasser Mahgoub.
Contents: Archnet-IJAR Vol 1 – Issue 3 – November 2007

Editorial: Ashraf M. Salama
Head Turning Situations: Street Walk in the City of Old Damascus. M. Salim
Ferwati

Shaping the Urban Image of Doha: Environmental Graphics of ASIAD. Abeer A.
Hasanin

Framework for Innovative Architectural-Construction Integration Design Studio for
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Cross Bordered Trans-disciplinary Education. Rahinah Ibrahim, Renate Fruchter, Roslina
Sharif
Qatari Architecture as an Open Textbook. Ashraf M. Salama
Emerging Architectonic Forms and Designed Forms. Aplana Dongre, S.A. Deshpande,
R. K. Ingle
Function Deﬁes Form? A Thought for Architecture in the New Information Age. Izham
Ghani
A Typological Analysis of Students Residences. Dolapo Amole
An Argument against Air Conditioning Use in Tropical Resorts. Zbigniew Bromberek
Housing Delivery in Nairobi: Different Actors and Different Socio-Economic Groups.
Crispino Ochieng

Reviews and Trigger Articles
The Rise of the Nerds? Interdisciplinary Research and Architecture. Ann Forsyth
Revitalizing Traditional Towns and Heritage Districts. Besim Hakim
Book Review: DESIGNING FOR DESIGNERS. Edited by Jack L. Nasar, Wolfgang F.E.
Preiser, and Thomas Fisher, Fairchild Books, NY. Ashraf M. Salama
Book Review: DESIGN STUDIO PEDAGOGY: HORIZONS FOR THE FUTURE. Edited
by Ashraf M. Salama and Nicholas Wilkinson, Urban International Press, Tyne and Wear,
United Kingdom. Review by Halina Dunin Woyseth, Review by Julia W. Robinson
Book Review: CITIES IN TRANSITION. Edited by Tasleem Shakur,Open House Press,
Chechire, United Kingdom. Eman A. El-Nachar

Journal of
Architectural and
Planning Research
VOLUME 24, NUMBER 3,
AUTUMN, 2007
Editor in Chief: Andrew Seidel

Journal of Architectural and Planning Research is abstracted or indexed in Abstracts in
Anthropology, Architectural Periodicals Index, Art Index, Current Contents, Engineering
Index, Environmental Periodicals Bibliography, Geo Abstracts, Housing and Planning
References, INFOSERV, INSPEC, National Institute of Justice/National Criminal Justice
Reference Service, PAIS Bulletin, Psychological Abstracts/Psych INFO, Recent Publications
on Governmental. Problems, Sage Urban Studies Abstracts, Science Culture, Social Science
Citation Index, and Sociological Abstracts.
CONTENTS

Urban Waterfront Promenades and Physical activity by older
adults: The Case of Vancouver. Elizabeth Macdonald
Kitsch is Dead, long live kitsch: The Production of Hyperkitsch in
las Vegas. Clara Irazábal
The Mixed-Use tTend: Planning attitudes and practices in northeast Ohio. Sonia Hirt
Reality-based design studio in Architectural education. Leyla Y. Tokman, Rusen Yamacli

Journal of
Architectural and
Planning Research
VOLUME 24, NUMBER 4,
WINTER, 2007
Editor in Chief: Andrew Seidel

CONTENTS
The Pre-ottoman public baths of damascus and their survival into the 21st century: an
analytical survey. Magda Sibley
Bridging two streams of ofﬁce design research: a comparison of design/behavior and
management journal articles from 1980-2001. Linda M. Cohen
Rethinking Openness: courthouses in the united states. Debajyoti Pati, Mallika Bose,
Craig Zimring
Understanding local planning agency power in ﬂorida. Amal K. Ali
Evaluation of Swedish outdoor living environments: cultural inﬂuence on environmental perceptions. Lisa Tucker Cross
How architecture regulates. Rajiv C. Shah, Jay P. Kesan
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EXPERIENTIAL
LANDSCAPE. AN
APPROACH TO
PEOPLE, PLACE
AND SPACE

Kevin Thwaites and
Ian Simkins, Routledge:
London and New York 2007
by Maria Nordström

Associate professor, ph.d.,
environmental psychologist,
the Department of Human
Geography, Stockholm University,
Sweden 2007-10-17

The authors of this book, landscape architects Kevin Thwaites and Ian Simkins, at
the Department of Landscape, University of Shefﬁeld, UK, run the elp:dr, a research
facility concerned with the theoretical development and practical application of the
concept of experiential landscape. This concept is their professional credo and
driving force to develop landscape architecture into a more interesting and prominent
activity than what they ﬁnd it today. Many landscape architects view landscape in
a reductionist manner as “any topographical product”, they claim, “equating the
production of a landscape with the production of a building by an architect”. Rather
than seeing landscape architecture as a technical profession only, Thwaites and
Simkins want to see landscape architecture as close to the humanities and the social
sciences. Landscape is place ﬁlled with meaning for people using it. Therefore,
instead of “subjugating experiential concerns”, landscape architects should focus
on working with these very concerns. The task for landscape architects, they say
echoing Kevin Lynch (1960), is to ”link human experience with spatial expression
in ways relevant to design decision making”.

Landscape as place

The book is divided into three main sections; the ﬁrst one being devoted to explaining
the philosophical background to the concept of experiential landscape, the second
to describing the work experiences leading Thwaites and Simkins to develop and
ﬁnd useful the concept of experiential landscape as well as the CDTA tool and,
ﬁnally, the third section, to giving examples of how they apply their concept and
use the CDTA tool in different projects. In the ﬁrst section of the book, Thwaites
and Simkins connect philosophically to the tradition within landscape architecture
of the ﬁne arts, emphasising its holistic approach to human-environment relations.
The authors want to attach landscape architecture to its humanistic roots. The way
out of the philosophically fragmented situation for landscape architecture today as
seen by Thwaites and Simkins is to focus on the concept of place. In one central
chapter “Landscape as place”, they develop this idea and connect their concept of
place to theories in environmental psychology, the academic discipline with which
they seem to feel most at home in their scientiﬁc outlook. They quote Bonnes and
Secchiarolli (1995) for support of their holistic outlook, writing that “People are
assumed to acquire a sense of place through their intentions in relation to the
physical environment. Places, then, are not just products of physical characteristics
of the environment but ‘products of intentional human acts turned towards the
‘creation of places’”.
The CDTA tool is founded on the recognition that moving around in the environment
is fundamental to the creation of sensations as well as of conceptions of the
environment in the individual. It is an analytic tool describing in detail how people
move around in environment going places. When moving around, individuals at the
same time interact with and respond to aspects of the environment, constructing
their ideas of the environment as place. This is how environment can be said to be
an “experiential whole rather than a material and spatial composite”, the “whole”
constituting the individual’s indivisible experience of environment. When analyzing
neighbourhoods, city areas – small and large in scale – the authors show how
felicitous their focus on movement is. Not always and not constantly but often,
people are moving around and often in competition with cars, bikes and other
means of transportation as well as with each other. These movements can be
seen as a “response” to the environment. Wanting to stop at and stay in places as
well as to move from one place to another, connecting places in our experiences
of them, is what good environments makes us do and want to do. In contrast,
meaningless places – or placeless places in the words by Ted Relph (1976) – leave
us unaffected.
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Centre, Direction, Transition and Area=CDTA

The CDTA is an acronym for Centre, Direction, Transition and Area. By “Centre” the
authors refer to “subjectively signiﬁcant location, engendering a sense of here-ness
and proximity”, by Direction to “subjectively signiﬁcant continuity, engendering a
sense of there-ness and future possibility”, by Transition to “subjectively signiﬁcant
point, or area, of change, engendering a sense of transformation in mood,
atmosphere, or function” and, ﬁnally, by Area they refer to ”a subjectively signiﬁcant
realm, engendering a sense of coherence and containment”. The ﬁrst three aspects
of the individuals’ place relations, the Centre, the Direction and the Transition,
seem intuitively not too difﬁcult to grasp. The Centre, or starting point from where
the individual is before starting to move, is a (“subjectively signiﬁcant”) recognition
of being somewhere. The Direction suggests that the individual is visualizing how
to get somewhere else than the Centre where she now is and the Transition is the
expression of the movement and change of position to get there. During these
different phases or stages, the individual recognizes that it is she herself who
simultaneously relate these places to each other and to herself by her movement.
The C, D and T aspects might seem sufﬁcient to be able to describe the interesting
process of the individual ﬁnding her way around in the environment going from
one place to another. During this process – or transition – the concept of place
already seems to be present in the mind of the moving person: one place here at
the starting point, the Centre, and that place there, in the Direction of which she is
heading. The fourth aspect, the Area, the authors admit, is an aspect of a different
character. “Area”, they say, “is a quality of the experiential landscape as a whole,
whereas centre, direction and transition are qualities of the “smaller” landscape
places – or the parts - which coalesce to form it. Area is the quality that gives an
experiential landscape its sense of identity and is part of what makes it possible to
distinguish” one place from another. By adding “Area” to the other aspects of the
movement, the focus on the process of the individual turns instead to the physical
place. It seems to be in the Area aspect that landscape architecture manifests itself
and connects to the task of the designer to handle and shape physical reality.
Applying the CDTA tool
More than any other group of people, children need to move around to form their
environmental perceptions and they will do so whenever and wherever they get
a chance. In play children explore the physical world in creative ways and while
doing so they discover their own bodily, mental and social abilities, as well as their
environmental interests. One of the projects that the authors report is their redesign
of a nursery playground. After having analyzed the playground with the CDTA tool
and having observed carefully the uses of the playground by the children and
interviewed the teachers, a variety of new places were created in the playground,
facilitating for the children to move around in more varied ways than before the
redesign. The children were given opportunities to “attribute meaning through
their play to a diversity of different locations instead of /as previously/ simply
gravitating to doorways”. This work with children is a contribution to the growing
body of methodological research in environmental psychology (F. Mårtensson
2004), human geography (Cele 2006) and landscape architecture (Moore & Cosco
2003) on children’s environmental sensitivity, developed and expressed as children
move around, at the same time as it makes use of that research by applying it to a
design task.
Working with adults, the authors more often use interviews in their work. In the
chapter called “In search of the identity of Kirby Hill”, the authors show how the
two perspectives, that of planners and that of people with experiences of the
environment, need to be combined to get a rich and useful material, integrating
maps with text from interviews. Layering all the resulting integrated maps together
created a “composite experiential landscape map”, giving “a picture of the
experiential characteristics of Kirby Hill as a whole, identifying key locations in the
village”. One of these key locations had earlier not been obvious to the landscape
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architects. Realising that this was a key location, the landscape architects saw
the design potentials to develop it further to sustain the experiences of the Kirby
Hill inhabitants. Having come to recognize that the professional perspective
of the landscape architect is not only different from that of people at home in
places but that their perspective at times might not be enough but still useful, the
authors seem to be in a good position to use their skills as landscape architects
to create with and for people something which people themselves, without
professional skills, cannot do but which professionals can help them do to get a
better environment and more rewarding environmental experiences. In using the
CDTA tool, Thwaites and Simkins seem to have found a creative way of analyzing
and interpreting people’s uses and experiences of the environment as well as of
enhancing them.

2007 State of the World.
Our Urban Future
Worldwatch Institute (2007),
Earthscan Publications, London.
E-mail: earthinfo@earthscan.co.uk.
Website: www.earthscan.co.uk.
Fax: +44 (0) 207387 8998.
ISBN: 978-1 84407-391-7

by Mit Mitropoulos
mitisa@hol.gr

Our Future Is Urban,OK.
(but running on which Governance formulas ﬁt for what Urbanisation
re-deﬁnitions?)
How could it be that I in fact live a simpler life in downtown Brussels than many
locals do in my Greek village (population less than 2000,nr of photocopiers:2(one
of which in the municipality ofﬁce),Internet cafes:0,restaurants:one too many and
counting. The village is now a three hours drive from downtown Athens that has
just sucked in more than half of the total population of Greece). With an agesold island mentality(accessible only by boat up to late 1960s),the village was a
time-past choice destination for those travellers visiting Delphi,but thrives since
1990 on Athens-based weekenders(and currently also to Athenians frolicking in
Arachova as a wintertime Myconos). Have I been right in claiming the village
runs for the last 10 years as a one-dimensional suburbs of Athens, and that in
environmental economics terms it has been losing out in accumulated resources
we cannot replace,rather than apparently gaining an easy income? State Of
The World(SOFTW) raises the issue for the need to have and share deﬁnitions
necessary to carry out comparisons following the collection of statistical data.
One example,is what makes a settlement qualiﬁy as ‘urban’: Is it the number of
citizens living within a city’s jurisdiction,and/or any high density areas,and/or those
economically directly linked to that downtown center? Or is it(I would add)the
population/servicers ratio,as with the services phonebook in Brussels being twice
the size of the one for subsciber individuals--whilst Athenians are 4 times as
many as the services available to them? And what about calling London/Brussels/
Paris(centers of information) from Athens(periphery lacking information),having
been more expensive that any phonecalls in the opposite center-to-periphery
direction? After all,if we are networked Europeans(as we claim to be,in response
to political hype and marketing),why shouldn’t we live in nodes that function both
as center and as periphery at any time--which is my deﬁnition for a ‘network’,see
my positive downtown Brussels experience for instance? Or why do we accept
the negative experience of a German/Dutch/British tourist in need (to match
healthcare at home) of telemedicine in the Aegean islands of Greece (long
overdue for the last 25 years)?
SOFTW Page 189(of 250):’Despite apparent differences in politics, economics,and
culture,cities in developing countries and the industrial world have many problems
in common,often more than they share with small towns or villages in their own
countries’. Quite so ofcourse,and how would I like the Worldwatch Institute(WI)
to have provided us with a few mapping efforts of this reality still unconvenient to
many,in their SOFTW as ‘annual report on progress toward a sustainable society
2007’. WI is Washington DC-based [www.worldwatch.org].
On the cover we have a Dubai(UAEmirates) hotel array of lifts on their effortless
vertical trips surﬁng along the inside wall within the outside skin,whilst the picture
below is of groundlevel dwellers going nowhere as stuck in their slums at Kroo
Bay,Freetown,Sierra Leone. It is true that 1-in-3 of urbanites (now exceeding the
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rural population worldwide--as it was indeed anticipated) lives in such slums. To
give you an idea of the proportion of city people living in fact the slums experience,it
was elsewhere reported one year ago that 37,8% goes for the Chinese, 55,5%
for Indians, 36,6% in Brazil, 79,2% in Nigeria, 73,6% for Pakistanis, 84,7% if you
were in Bangladesh, 23,1% of Indonesians,and 44,2% for Iranians(keeping in
mind that the percentage for China actually means 193,8 million people). 90% of
these slums people in total,they are in Asia,Latin America,and Africa--but SOFTW
does not differentiate in contrast to my eye having caught recently the two former
areas enjoying emerging-markets visibility: including India and Indonesia besides
Hong Kong and China for Asia this mid-October,whilst Latin American art sales at
Sotheby’s and Christie’s have been reported to run together up to the $ 50.3m this
May past,as compared to $ 39,3m last year and $21.1m of just two years earlier-this in contrast to the cost of wars for Africa going up to 13 billion Euros,the child
mortality 50% higher than other similar parts of the world,and with 20% more
illeterates,and 2,5 times less doctors per patients.
SOFTW this year is focusing on cities. It presents us with a list of most welcome
case studies and programmed projects to monitor,that are really worth checking
as they ﬁt many a reader’s research or travel agenda:Timbuktu(Mali)and
Loja(Eduador),Los Angeles and Melbourne,Rizhao(China)and Malmo, Jakarta
and Mumbai,Nairobi and Petra,Lagos,Freetown,and Brno(Czech Republic). They
help us check on Managing tourism,Collapsing infrastructures, Environmental
injustice,Urban transportation,Carbon emissions,Reduction of natural disasters’
impact,Clean water, Urban farms,Policing by the people,River management,Solar
power and more.
But on the level of policy agenda SOFTW is losing out. The no-need-to-change
camp always believed in man’s ingenuity and ﬁxed keen on new technologies.
Similarly, this year’s SOFTW’s trust goes speciﬁcally to Urban man’s innovations-and a European Commission’s presentation I am now looking up is backing the
argument up,no questions asked: In that Economies Of Scale create energy
and resource efﬁciencies. In consequence,it is urbanization (already happening
and not thanks to our planning--and especially with no-need-to-change,isn’t this
fantastic?)is providing us with a splendid opportunity to provide the world’s poor
with decent living conditions. And furthermore to do exactly that whilst conserving
the resources on which we all depend. Isn’t that neat and tidy? SOFTW goes
on to add that after all human development has been highest in countries with
mostly urban populations. But I would suggest that the economies-of-scale
reference require a closer look to include both the Increasing returns to scale as
well as the Decreasing ones,and how Diseconomies of scale ‘internal’ to a ﬁrm
include optimum technology production levels beyond which costs do rise,and
bureaucracy increases with the ﬁrm’s size. On the other hand,Diseconomies
which are ‘external’ to ﬁrms include pollution and trafﬁc congestion. I would invite
SOFTW to provide each topic tackled and invite each writer of a case study to
provide us with a)the level of required/exercised change in every instance,and to
b)give us one environmental economics reference to go by.
Take Fair Trade meaning that trade should not be exploitative as an exchange,but
run on the longterm beneﬁt to both parties. It would mean 1)healthy and safe working
conditions excluding child labour,2)environmentally sustainable practices, and 3)
prices paid to small independent producers. SOFTW mentions FLO (Fairtrade
labelling organisations)as a smooth run,not raising the question whether we in
the North consuming are prepared to a)read the Eco-labels,and b)be prepared to
pay a higher price that could result in fairtrading with the South producing. This
is assuming the issue is left to the consumers alone,see the marketplace--and I
will skip here the interdependance between Fighting corruption whilst improving
Governance in the South,a connection that SOFTW doesn’t make).
I enjoyed the book,and will be going back to it--otherwise I wouldn’t be sharing
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this commentary with you. But you need complementary information to make best
use of SOFTW. Afterall,WI is not a UN study group although Project Director Molly
O’Meara Sheehan has done a good job of it. But how is it that she has 45 Index
entries for the US and 12 for the UN? Or New York getting 7 page references
and none on Tokyo--the latter providing us with solutions both regarding urban
innovation but also concerning urban behaviour,a laboratory for urban survival?
A mere 3 Index entries for Singapore,and none on Hong Kong--worth checking if
only for the looking ahead policy evident in their airports.
She is also weak on telecommunications with no Index/Title/ Subtitle visibility-although I did come up to a paragraph (page 17) : ‘Human life in cities is structured
by infrastructure: water and food supply,sewers, transportation(with 7 Index
entries) and communications networks,buildings to house people and production’-which I should say does reﬂect our reality of Shells still with us, Networks gone
up,whilst Society has gone down. But this reality is not represented in SOFTW
itself. We can otherwise say that we have a lot on Infrastructure,but not much on
Behaviour in it--one good reason why in the Fighting Poverty And Environmental
Injustice chapter(co-authored by Ms O’M. Sheehan herself) it is rightly pointed
out how ‘the “best practice” model is ﬂawed by its implication of one ideal way
for all communities’. I would here invite any physics amateur to help us have
any speciﬁc community measured on its Stress/Strain ratio,see cohesion and
consideration(one example)for the fellow passenger in urban transportation--one
example,and question to follow: how does appropriation of public transportation
space takes place in Brussels,Islamabad(Pakistan),Athens,Bs(Argentina),Singa
pore,Havana, Tokyo, Shanghai,Lagos or Mumbai? And how articulation of space
design in public transportation reﬂects intentions of users? I should say that I am
still working myself on the on site observation that ‘Tokyo is not a City’,as cities
go,which includes the SOFTW approach at hand.
You would think that cutting global emissions to half of Europe’s 1990s levels by
mid-century meant reducing CO2 emissions. Not so. The European Commission
has been reporting just 2 months ago on (Statoil company)efforts to instead bury
CO2 1,000 metres deep below the ocean in porous salt bearing rocks--some
estimate 2,000 gigatonnes a year. They go on to state that “properly managed,it
should not pose a hazard to either health or the environment”,which is not
exactly reassuring to me. I would rather have electricity generators ﬂying 6 miles
up,where the air blows strong and consistent(quite true for as little as 2 cents
per Kwh--when compared to the 3-5 cents conventional generation costs),and
good-looking like a cross between a chopper and a kite tethered to the ground
and us by a longcable(see companies Sky Windpower,and Magenn Power,or a
consortium that includes Delft University of Tech). Even the commercialisation of
outer space(with companies Virgin Galactic,Rocketplane,and Astrium division of
the EADSC are planning ﬂights for within the next few years),it also captures my
imagination--anything but the EU plans for CCS(carbon capture and storage).
But then, what about change? I mean us (so bright,so innovative,so ingenious
us)changing lifestyles? Isn’t this a tall order for SOFTW? Yes it is,but I hope the
reader will agree that the current state-of-this-world needs it,and the challenge is
open to us all.
Brussels November 2007.
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The Role of
the Outdoors
in Residential
Environments
for Aging
Susan Rodiek and
Benyamin Schwarz
(Editors)
Review by Nicoleta
Casangiu
nicoletacasangiu@hotmail.
com

As a consequence of the growth of the elderly segment of the population
and of residential facilities for this speciﬁc age group, attention has
increasingly been paid during the last decade to research into the outdoors
as a resource in residential environments. There has been a growth of
awareness of the physical environment as a therapeutic intervention and
current research suggests that increased contact and activity levels with
the outdoors can be an important therapeutic resource for the elderly, with
speciﬁc health beneﬁts.
Susan Rodiek and Benyamin Scwartz have compiled in the book “The
Role of the Outdoors in Residential Environments for Aging” eleven
studies in the ﬁeld of outdoor access that taken together provide a strong
body of evidence that exterior areas in residential environments are an
important and integral part of senior communities. This is the ﬁrst scholarly
publication that considers in depth the use of the outdoors by older adults,
the accruing beneﬁts in terms of health and well-being and the barriers to
that use, whether physical, psychological, physiological or administrative.
The authors of the studies come from a variety of academic disciplines and
backgrounds such as Environmental Psychology, Landscape Architecture,
Occupational Therapy or Public Health, and they investigate the use of
outdoor space in a variety of settings, employing a range of methods and
research designs.
The book begins with an Introduction “The Outdoors as a Multifaceted
Resource for Older Adults” which clearly presents the aims, methods and
rationale of the book, and continues with the presentation, one by one, of
the eleven studies.
The ﬁrst study presented is titled “Nearby Nature and Long-Term Care
Facility Residents: Beneﬁts and Design Recommendations”. It presents
the results of a study by Anne R. Kearney and Daniel Winterbottom based
on the perceptions and attitudes of long-term care residents, and provides
empirical evidence that residents of long- term care facilities indeed have
much to beneﬁt from nearby nature and that they place a high value on
access to nature.
The second study, by Lois J. Cutler and Rosalie A. Kane, “As Great as
All Outdoors: A Study of Outdoor Spaces as a Neglected Resource for
Nursing Home Residents”, examines the effects of outdoor space on
resident quality of life.
“Outdoor Environment at Three Nursing Homes: Focus Group Interviews
with Staff” is a study by Anna Bengtsson and Gunilla Carlson investigating
how the outdoor environments at nursing homes for older people were
experienced and used.
Galen Cranz and Charlene Young, in their study “The Role of Design in
Inhibiting or Promoting Use of Common Open Space: The Case of Redwood
Garden, Berkeley, CA”, based on an evaluation study made in 1994 that
indicated that outdoor spaces were not well used despite being greatly
appreciated as an amenity, explore reasons for this underuse, describe
the design of the spaces and make proposals for improvements.
Susan Rodiek’s study “Resident Perceptions of Physical Environment
Features that Inﬂuence Outdoor Usage at Assisted Living Facilities”
presents the features of the physical environment that the residents
perceived as either attracting or deterring outdoor usage.
“Accommodating Culturally Meaningful Activities in Outdoor Settings for
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Older Adults”, by Susana Martins Alves, Gowri Betrabet Gulwadi and Uriel
Cohen, explores cultural differences in nature-related activities among
Hispanic and Anglo-American elderly by using photographs of nature
settings to elicit nature-related preferences and experiences.
A study by Anjali Joseph, Craig Zimring, Lauren Harris-Kojetin and Kristen
Kiefer, “Presence and Visibility of Outdoor and Indoor Physical Activity
Features and Participation in Physical Activity among Older Adults in
Retirement Communities”, shows that campuses with more attractive outdoor
and indoor physical activity facilities have more residents participating in
different types different types of physical activity.
Evidence that a neighbourhood environment facilitating older people’s
outdoor activities has a positive effect on their well-being is provided by
the study “Environmental Support for Outdoor Activities and Older People’s
Quality of Life” by Takemi Sugiyama and Catharine Ward Thompson.
A quasi-experiment was undertaken by Joyce W. Tang and Robert D. Brown,
indicating that viewing different landscapes inﬂuences the measures of
physiological characteristics of elderly women; the results are presented
in the study “The Effect of Viewing a Landscape on Physiological Health of
Elderly Women ”.
An analysis of restorative experiences among elderly persons living in
Rome is proposed in the study “Restorative Environments in Later Life: An
Approach to Well-Being from a Perspective of Environmental Psychology”,
by Massimiliano Scopelliti and Maria Vittoria Giuliani.
The ﬁnal study presented in the book, “Measures of Restoration in Geriatric
Care Residences: The Inﬂuence of Nature on Elderly People’s Power of
Concentration, Blood Pressure and Pulse Rate” is a study by Johan
Ottosson and Patrik Grahn which presents ﬁndings to support the theory
that positive experience of natural surroundings per se has a balancing and
healing effect.
All in all, “The Role of the Outdoors in Residential Environments for Aging”
brings together a wide range of useful evidence and information and is an
important and highly recommended tool for specialists working in the ﬁeld
of senior housing.
Keywords: environmental attitudes, content, structure, cross-cultural
research, causal models, human values, environmental threat, ecological
behaviour.
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THESIS
Psychology of environmental attitudes: A cross-cultural
study of their content and structure
Author: Taciano L. Milfont (milfont@gmail.com)
Supervisor: Professor John Duckitt. The University of Auckland, New Zealand

Environmental attitudes (EA) are a psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating
perceptions of or beliefs regarding the natural environment, including factors affecting its quality,
with some degree of favour or disfavour. Research on EA has been critised as being noncumulative
and atheoretical. This thesis addresses these critics by taking a systematic approach to the study
of the psychology of EA. First, it sets out to investigate the cognitive structure of EA. That is, what
kind of perceptions or beliefs regarding the natural environment people have, how these perceptions
or beliefs can be operationalized in terms of dimensions, and how these dimensions relate to each
other. Second, it sets out to investigate the nomological network of EA. That is, to test causal models
of antecedents and consequences of EA by investigating their relationships with socio-demographic,
psychological and environmentally related variables. And ﬁnally, it sets out to examine the value/
threat–attitude–behaviour causal model, in which EA are deemed to fully mediate the inﬂuence of
values and perceived environmental threat on ecological behaviour.
Three cross-sectional empirical studies were carried out, involving a total of 2,150 student and
general population participants. Study 1 and Study 2a were conducted in New Zealand, Study 2b
and Study 2c were Web-based survey conducted respectively in Brazil and with participants from
more than ﬁfty countries, and Study 3 was conducted with samples from Brazil, New Zealand and
South Africa.
Taken together, these studies demonstrated the following: (1) EA are a multidimensional construct
organized in a hierarchical fashion, with ﬁrst-order factors either loading on a second-order factor (i.e.,
Generalized Environmental Attitudes) or loading on either one of two correlated second-order factors
(i.e., Preservation and Utilization). (2) Individuals with pro-EA are those who are older, female and
members of an environmental organization, who attribute greater importance to self-transcendence,
biospheric and altruistic values, who conserve the environment by performing ecological behaviours,
who feel connected with nature and concerned about threats from environmental problems, and
who support sustainability principles. Individuals with anti-EA, in contrast, are those who are JudeoChristians, who have higher levels of religiosity and beliefs in the Bible, who support economic
liberalism and political conservatism, and who attribute greater importance to traditional and selfenhancement values. (3) Altruistic values, perceived environmental threat (both positively), and selfenhancement values (negatively) are strong predictors of EA, and EA fully mediates the inﬂuence of
values and threat on ecological behaviour.
This research has a number of implications, including (1) the development of a research framework
for the study of EA that considers their contents in both their horizontal and vertical structures, (2)
the development of the Environmental Attitudes Inventory (EAI) for measuring these contents and
structures, (3) the indication that pro-EA still tends to be limited to certain groups within society,
which would tend to constrain the resolution of environmental problems, (4) the conﬁrmation of
the relevance of both human values and perceived environmental threat in the formation and
determination of EA, and (5) support for the mediating role of EA on the inﬂuence of values and
threat on ecological behaviour.
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THESIS
Rethinking place in urban projects. Variations in the
perception of place in the turn of the millennium (1985-2004)
Author: Professor Lineu Castello, UFRGS / CNPq researcher,
e-mail: lincastello@terra.com.br

Supervisor: Professor Vicente Del Río, Ph.D., California Polytechnic State University, USA
e-mail: vdelrion@calpoly.edu

Place is a traditional concept in architectural and urban design, though, as from mid twentiethcentury onwards, interest in the topic experienced some lessening. On the other hand, on late
twentieth- and early twenty-ﬁrst centuries, a new trend in the design of places is being put into
practice: the creation of new forms of places - such as theme parks, shopping malls, revamped
historic areas - re-establishing interest in the study of places again. The present thesis calls these
places “cloning places”, understanding them as efforts to replicate the spatial patterns through
which the phenomenon of urbanity may be recognized - calling them “urbanity places” in the thesis.
The design of cloning places draws from the environmental stimuli believed to be responsible for
attributing urbanity. The thesis sustains that such projects bring an upgrading to urban environments
of current day cities, and assumes the hypothesis that the new spaces will be perceived as legitimate
urbanity places as the population progressively assimilates them. To demonstrate this, the work
initially expresses its own terms of reference concerning the subject of place in the Chapter named
“Presentation of place”. In order to progress on a theme likely to experience daily changes, the
following Chapter, “Conceptualization of place”, produces a revision on the concepts of place
according to the views of different disciplines, in order to investigate their respective contributions
to the updating of the concept.
Next, “Research and Design of place”, deepens into the empirical background forwarded by the
revision of research projects as a means to produce new conjectures on theoretical and practical
grounds. Variations that may derive from the attempts at cloning urbanity are discussed in the
ensuing Chapter, “Variation on the perception of place”, which speculates on the qualifying features
that may be attributed by the cloning places to the urban environment. “An illustration of places in
‘gaucho’ cities” presents, in sequence, the “Usina do Gasometro” in Porto Alegre; “Serra Gaucha”
places, especially those at the Hortensias region and Seraﬁna Correa; and, back to Porto Alegre
again, the “Commercial District Navegantes” and “Salgado Filho Airport”.
Finally, conclusive reﬂections are presented in “The Lesson to be learned from the cloning places”,
mainly those concerning the issuing of a reasonable doubt about the quality and pertinence of
cloning places in today’s urban contexts, as an attempt to abridge the distance that separates, in a
hurried contradictory way, places believed to be “authentic” from places devalued as “invented”.
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IAPS NETWORKS

IAPS WEBPAGES MEMBERSHIP SECTION

Webmaster: Ombretta Romice

The IAPS “Members Area” of the website is a new service for IAPS members.This area provides members with acess to
the mosst recently published issue of the bulletin in PDF format, and there is also now facility allowing people to
check their membership status.
The membership area can be found at the following URL: http:/www.iaspsassociation.org/
members/members.html
Log in to both option using the following login details:
Username: iaps
Password: membersonly
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